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Norman Daly wore and austere black suit; underneath it was an equally
austere black vest and sweater. Except for the cross-shaped metal object
that hung around his neck, there was no hint of frivolity, nothing to
indicate the fanciful mind which made up an entire civilization and then
created evidence of its “existence.”
And the pendant around his neck? It’s
one

of

the

relics

of

Llhuros,

the

civilization that’s taken Daly five years
of contemplation, research and labor to
fabricate.

Work

from

a

pseudo-

anthropological approach (although he
has no training in anthropology), Daly
constructed all the artifacts to support
his imaginary country, from sculpture,
painting and wall murals, to poetry and
music. The resulting “art” exhibition,
currently on display at the Indianapolis
Museum of Art, is a mélange of the farcical
and

the

historical,

created

Norman Daly...civilization creator

with

imaginative artistry and tongue-in-cheek humor.
Daly’s creation has been the subject of controversy since he began
constructing Llhuros at Cornell University where he is a professor art. The
controversy centered on what observers consider the audacity of outfitting
fantasy in the garb of fact.
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One of his first encounters with disbelievers came while Llhuros was still
in the early stages with much of its outline still vague in Daly’s mind.
Facing a class of skeptical interpretive anthropologists, Daly found them
“very clever, very sharp and quick.
“Oh yes, they were cynical, all right; they kept
pressing

me

asking

sharp

questions,

technical

questions about things I hadn’t had time to think
about yet. So I panicked and started making up
jargon, throwing together terminology as I went
along.
”Then I looked to the back of the room and saw the
prof pressing his hand to his head. Later he told me
why, that he was horrified to see all the students
actually starting to believe me as I gave what sounded
like facts and labels,” Daly said.
Some students became so thoroughly immerse in the
fantasy that it was hard for them to face its
nonexistence. ‘You mean there really isn’t a Llhuros,
Mr. Daly?’ one girl asked me with a distressed look on
her face. I wish I could have reached her, found out
why there was such a strong need for her to believe,”
he said.
Facsimile of Home
Fertility Votive

Those who succumb to Llhuros’ charm often tend to
look for quick simple explanations of its theme. Daly
find people usually grasp
“meaning.”
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for some clear-cut

For example, a beaming television hostess recently spent fifteen seconds
skimming through the 55-page booklet describing the exhibit and then
escorted him to a quiet part of the studio for a ten-minute briefing session –
or what might be called “How to understand Llhuros in one easy lesson.”
The briefing session proved less than successful. Finding herself unable to
grasp the complexities of Llhuroscian culture in such a short study time,
the hostess posed the all-encompassing questions: “What are you trying to
say with Llhuros, Norman?”

Daly

froze.
Later he sighed, “I’d tried to tell her
what kind of questions would work on
the air, but she ignore them. What
kind of questions is that to ask about
something I’ve been working on for
five years of my life—how am I
supposed to sum it up in fifteen
seconds? Why do people insist upon
asking such general questions?”
It’s not that Daly has no thematic
contentions to expound in Llhuros; he
just doesn’t like to capsulize them.
Instead, if prefers to talk about art and

Toilet Box with Bird Top

current issues in general, letting one
apply what he says to his Llhuroscian culture.
“Have you ever seen two people standing in front of a painting you’d like
to look at?” he asked.
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“That so-called courtesy—not wanting to walk in front of the people—is
actually just an indication of the superficiality of your interest. Often times,
that seems to be the case with art.

Pillbox (?) with Male Ohnos In Combat

“I became all the more aware of the problem when I started talking to
contemporary musicians; there seems to be much the same problem when I
started talking to contemporary musicians; there seems to be much the
same problem in music.
“So I asked them if they’d be willing to have the audience dress in seamless
body suits, sitting on molded seats, with the programs flashed on the
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screen of some type so there’d be no distraction for them to hold in their
hands.
“My idea was to eliminate all the non-musical distractions, to see how
much the audience is really interested in the music, and how much of their
alertness is due to non-musical factors. The question: would the audience
fall asleep in the middle of the concert without all those physical
distractions? How much of the interest was really focused on the artistic
experience itself?” he said.
Needless to say, the musicians I questioned weren’t very happy to have me
insinuate their music might be so boring that people welcome distractions.
But it’s a question artists have to face.”
One of the ploys Daly uses to get that involvement is using objects that
leave an anachronistic impression. A gigantic temple door appears of
ancient origin at first glance, until a closer examination reveals that the
“carvings” in it are gear-shaped. It turns out the “temple” is made of
styrofoam motorcycle packing cases, painted to partially—but not
completely—disguise their original purpose.
Religious satire? Right. “There’s so much hypocrisy about it (religion).
People only seem happy if they belong to something established,
organized. Yet look how easily something commercial disguises into
something religious,” Daly said.
“We’ve fabricated our own lives to the point we’re beginning to take refuge
behind those veneers we’ve created for ourselves.”
Note: For this PDF of the story, the photo of Norman Daly was changed to he is wearing his
Llhuroscian garb, the outfit he was apparently wearing on the day of this interview. His attire
and long beard were a kind of performance art – as aspect of Llhuros.
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